jennifer collier

You will need:
A printer
Card
Scissors
crayons/pens/felt tips OR scrap papers to collage
Glue (ANY glue will work)
Ruler (optional)
Sticky tape
*Print this template onto photocopiable card. If you don’t have this you can of course just
print this, cut it out and draw round it onto coloured/found/recycled card.
*Cut out the 3 pieces (though the chimney is optional as this is a bit fiddly!)
*On the BACK (so you can see the fold lines and don’t have these on the neat side of your
work) colour this in/ collage it/use washi tape/sweet wrappers to decorate the house and the
roof. Use whatever you have to hand, and any glue will work for this.
*On the non-decorated side fold along the 4 dotted lines (folding against a ruler or any flat
edge helps to keep this neat).
*You can also cut along two sides of the door as marked, and fold along the dotted line so that
you have an opening door on your house.
*Put glue on the tab as labelled and stick this to the INSIDE of the opposite side wall to form
the house.
*Put a strip of sticky tape on the TOP front and TOP back on the INSIDE on both long edges,
so the sticky side faces outwards.
* Fold along the dotted line on the roof and place this fold against the apex of the roof. From
the underneath of the house push the tape down to hold this in place.
*Chimney (optional). Fold along 4 dotted lines and glue the small tab attached one side to the
other. Place a small amount of glue on the ‘v’ shapes that will have formed and press this
against the apex of the roof.
*Repeat to make whole villages and towns, and do share this template with loved ones. And
please do share pictures of your work with me on social media using the hashtag

#jennifercolliermake
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